“ALL YOUR BASE: LAST OF LAST” THE CARD GAME
AN AMUSING CARD GAME BASED ON THE 3D ANIMATED SCIENCE FICTION
STEAMPUNK COMEDY PRODUCED BY TALCMEDIA
In conjunction with the premiere of the short film All Your Base: Last Of Last on November 1, 2017 to
all audiences across the world on YouTube.com and Vimeo.com, talcMedia released a companion card
game, aptly named "All Your Base: Last of Last” The Card Game.

"All Your Base: Last of Last” The Card Game is a fast paced 2 to 6 player game pitting players against
each other to see who will rule the universe by capturing “All Your Base.” The game, based on the movie
plot, allows players to fight using Zig Fighters, Destroyers, Battle Cruisers, Dreadnoughts, and the Zero
Wing ship. There are also Red Alert Cards that can throw winning plans awry. Players have “no chance
to survive, so make your time.”
GAME FACTS:
● CATEGORY: Strategy Card Game
●

NUMBER OF CARDS: 108 double-card deck

●

PLAYERS: 2 to 6

●

AGE: 5 and over

●

OBJECTIVE: Capture the required number of (All Your) Bases

HOW TO PLAY (a video tutorial presented by Claudia Christian): https://youtu.be/22Srb-3Gre4
BUY THE GAME: The card game is currently on sale at Etsy.com at $19.95 with free shipping.
HIGH-RESOLUTION GALLERY: Click here
OFFICIAL WEBSITE: allyourbaselol.com/
PUBLIC RELATIONS & MEDIA CONTACT: Cheryl Coello at ccoello@talcmedia.com
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ALL YOUR BASE NOW REALLY ARE BELONG TO US
There was an arcade game made in Japan by Toaplan that had a short intro video (or “cut scene”) to the
game "Zero Wing." The original Japanese script was poorly translated into English. The game never
made it big in the west; however, the broken English translation for the opening video became one of the
first “memes” on the Internet. In the cut scene, the alliance's mighty Zero Wing battle cruiser has been
sabotaged. As bombs slowly rip the ship apart, the crew panics and the Captain freezes when he sees
his arch enemy "CATS" on the holo-screen. CATS taunts the crew as he belts out his infamous line "All
Your Base Are Belong To Us” and bids the crew a fierily farewell. In the talcMedia animated
production, you will hear the voices of Cliff Simon as "Narrator" (Ba’al, Stargate SG-1), Colin Baker as
"Captain" (Doctor Who #6, Doctor Who), Claudia Christian as "Mechanic" (Commander Ivanova,
Babylon 5), Lizzie Roper as "Operator" (Doctor Who BBC Radio series), and Terry Molloy as "CATS"
(Davros of the Daleks, Doctor Who).
THE WORLD OF ALL YOUR BASE: LAST OF LAST
Everything that happens in this game, as in the short film that inspired the game and the arcade game
that inspired the short film. The year is AD 2101, and the context is an intergalactic war.
CATS, the villain, is trying to capture all bases to get more and more power, so your objective is to do it
first. It is fun to act like the villain every time you hurt your enemies in the game. So you can go "ha, ha,
ha. HA!". In fact, you have to; it's part of the rules. And if you win, you MUST say, with your best villain
face: "All Your Base Are Belong To Us," just like in the original movie.
Notice the bad grammar? Well, it's not English, it's Engrish. (The Japanese actually call it JapaneseEnglish or "Jinglish", the Americans came up with "Engrish".) That was the case with the Arcade game
"Zero Wing", which gave origin to one of the funniest memes of all times. And today, it is a new epic
short film!
WHAT DO YOU GET IN THE BOX?
● BASE: From Alpha to Omega, these cards are like your spatial houses where you are going to
store ships, so you need to protect them from your enemies' attacks.
● RED ALERT: The Red Alert cards are the ones that shake things during the game for all the
players. There are different strategies that you can use to get different results, but in any case,
you must use them wisely.
● SHIPS: Depending on the ship, you will get different defense and attack points. Some have
huge attack and defense points but most common ship is the Zig fighter.
● CREW: With every member of the crew, you receive extra attack points. Your strategy must take
into account these points together with the ships because the crew offers you no additional
defense points…
● ENGAGE BRAINS and have FUN: Because you need to observe, plan, make calculations, and
think fast. And, you will have a lot of fun trying to outsmart your opponents. Use your
imagination, get into your roles, and each time you play, it will be a memorable moment for you,
your friends, and family.
THE GAME
Each player-turn has multiple phases that is reminiscent of strategic games but is simple to learn and
play:
● Red Alert Phase
● Defense Phase
● Attack Phase
● Regroup Phase
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